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Abstract—Energy efficiency has become a primary concern
for data centers in recent years. Understanding where the
energy has been spent within a software is fundamental for
energy-efficiency study as a whole. In this paper, we take
the first step towards this direction by building an energy
profiling module on top of IgProf. IgProf is an application
profiler developed at CERN for scientific computing workloads.
The energy profiling module is based on sampling and obtains
energy measurements from the Running Average Power Limit
(RAPL) interface present on the latest Intel processors. The ini-
tial profiling results of a single-threaded program demonstrates
potential, showing a close correlation between the execution
time and the energy spent within a function.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ever-increasing demand of computation- or data-
intensive applications has soared the energy consumption
in data centers. As a specific example, the CERN LHC Grid
[1] runs more than one million jobs per day and, at peak
rate, transfers 10 gigabytes (GB) of data every second. These
number are expected to grow continuously in the near future.
Meanwhile, the hardware heterogeneity further complicates
the situation [2], [3]. Thus, it is vital to improve energy-
efficiency (from both the internals and externals) of data
centers.

In this paper, we look at energy efficiency from the
data center internals. Specifically, we are interested in
understanding where the energy has been spent within a
program, at function or module level. This understanding
is fundamental to improve energy-efficiency of the whole
program. Once we pinpoint the energy hotspots, we can take
appropriate approaches to improve them accordingly.

There exist a number of application profilers and li-
braries for profiling the performance of different subsys-
tems of desktops, workstations, and servers. For example,
the gprof profiler is part of the GNU binutils collection
of development tools, which uses statistical sampling and
static function instrumentation to perform the profiling. The
Google Performance Tools (google-perftools) comprises an
implementation of the memory allocation function malloc
called tcmalloc, a heap checker, a heap profiler, and a CPU
profiler (performance profiler). OProfile relies on hardware

performance counters when measuring the performance of
an application. Intel VTune is a commercial profiler that re-
lies on hardware performance counters and timers. It reports
the execution time spent in functions and code segments.
HPCToolkit is a collection of tools that focus on parallel
programs and rely on statistical sampling for performance
profiling. IgProf [4] is an application profiler that measures
and analyses the memory and performance characteristics
of programs. The key benefit of IgProf is that it operates
completely in user space and does not require root privileges
and can handle dynamically loaded shared libraries.

Nevertheless, none of the profilers mentioned above in-
clude an energy profiling module, which makes energy
profiling within a program largely an untouched domain.
In this paper, we are taking initial efforts towards that
direction by providing an energy profiling module on top
of IgProf. By leveraging the latest Running Average Power
Limit (RAPL) interface [5] on Intel X86 architecture, we
build an energy profiling module on IgProf to evaluate
energy distribution within an application. Preliminary results
demonstrate good potential. We find out that the energy
consumption of individual functions has a good correlation
with its respective performance.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section we discuss the basics of IgProf and
Performance API (PAPI) library [6]. The proposed energy
profiler module in IgProf uses PAPI library to obtain energy
measurements from RAPL interface.

A. IgProf
IgProf is a profiler developed within the Compact Muon

Solenoid (CMS) experiment at CERN (the European Orga-
nization for Nuclear Research). The CMS software is used
to analyse data and perform simulations related to CMS ex-
periments. Unlike other profilers, e.g. gprof, IgProf does not
require the application to be recompiled or relinked before
profiling. The main principles of operation are statistical
sampling and dynamic instrumentation of functions.

B. PAPI
PAPI is an open source performance library that provides

a platform independent interface to hardware performance



counters. PAPI uses the perf events interface of the Linux
kernel as of version 2.6.32. If earlier versions of Linux are
used, PAPI uses the perfctr or perfmon interfaces. PAPI does
not require any special compilation of the application being
profiled and supports profiling dynamically loaded libraries
[7]. PAPI is actively developed and support for measuring
energy consumption with RAPL has recently been added
[6]. This is one of the features that inspires us to use PAPI
library in the energy profiling module added to IgProf.

C. The RAPL interface
Recent Intel processors (SandyBridge processors and

later) implement the RAPL interface that allows energy
usage to be limited and monitored. The interface is imple-
mented as model-specific registers (MSR) in the processor.
The registers are updated approximately once every millisec-
ond and the energy measurements are reported in units of
15.3 µJ. The RAPL interface provides energy measurements
for four energy domains: processor package, power plane 0,
power plane 1, and DRAM.

A processor package describes a processor die that can
contain multiple cores, on-chip devices and other uncore
components (components other than the cores) [5]. A com-
puter can have several processor packages and each proces-
sor package provides its own energy measurement. Power
plane 0 (PP0) describes the CPU cores. In recent desktop
and server grade processors, there are usually multiple cores
in one processor package. Power plane 1 (PP1), on the other
hand, describes some “specific device in the uncore”. The
components of a processor package that are not part of the
cores are referred to as the uncore collectively. In practice
an on-chip graphics processing unit (GPU) is usually a PP1
component on desktop grade processors [5]. The DRAM
plane describes energy consumption of directly attached
DRAM. Energy measurements for processor packages and
PP0 are available on desktop and server grade processors.
PP1 is available only on desktop grade processors and not
on server grade processors. The DRAM plane is available on
server grade processors from Intel. There are few important
issues that should be kept in mind when using RAPL; firstly,
RAPL values are not actual measurements but modeling
of architectural events and secondly the individual RAPL
updates do not have any timestamps and so it is difficult to
keep track of the actual RAPL updates realtime [8].

III. ENERGY PROFILING IN IGPROF

The new energy profiling module obtains energy measure-
ments from the RAPL interface at a constant interval and
attributes the current energy measurements to the current
location of execution. In this section we provide a brief
description of its principle.

A. Usage of the PAPI library
IgProf does not read the MSR files directly, but uses

the PAPI library as an interface. This has the advantage

of decoupling IgProf from the msr kernel module. When
new energy measurement components become available,
little work is needed to make use of these components
through PAPI. Recent processors of the AMD family 15h
provide power measurements through a model-specific reg-
ister. There are also plans to support this interface in future
versions of PAPI [9].

The energy profiling module performs the following five
steps to prepare PAPI for energy measurements:

1) the PAPI library is initialized;
2) the RAPL component of PAPI is located;
3) an event set containing RAPL events is created;
4) memory is allocated for the energy readings;
5) the event set is activated.
The first step is to ensure that the version of the PAPI

shared library (available at the time of execution) is com-
patible with the version of PAPI that is used when the
application (e.g. IgProf) is compiled. The second step locates
the RAPL component. The third step is to create an event
set. In our case, it is an RAPL event that represents a certain
amount of energy being used by a component in one of the
four energy domains of RAPL. The fourth step is to allocate
space for two arrays. One array is used to store the most
recent energy readings, whereas the other array contains the
previous readings. Finally, as the fifth step, the event set
created in step three is activated.

B. The energy profiling module

When the initialization is completed successfully, and
IgProf has set up the signal handler and the interval timer, the
energy profiling module is running. Figure 1 illustrates how
the energy profiling module operates. At a certain interval
the current energy consumption and location of execution
are sampled. The difference between the current and the
previous energy readings is attributed to the current location
of execution.
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Figure 1. Principle of operation of the energy profiling module.

The energy profiling module uses four counters to repre-
sent energy consumption of the four RAPL energy domains:
the NRG PKG for all processor packages, the NRG PP0
counter for all the cores, the NRG PP1 counter for all
the PP1 components, and the NRG DRAM counter for all
the DRAM components. Because only three of the four



energy domains usually are available on any processor
implementing the RAPL interface, one of the four counters
is left unused.

The energy profiling module is based on the performance
profiling module, because they both make samplings at a
regular interval. Both modules utilize an interval timer and a
signal handler to implement the sampling. Inside the signal
handler, the RAPL measurements are queried through the
PAPI library. The energy profiling module keeps the previous
set of measurements in order to calculate the delta values.
Each delta value together with the current stack trace is
added to the counter that corresponds to the energy domain
of the delta value.

To profile energy consumption using IgProf, the -np or
--energy-profiler argument is given to IgProf. The igprof
script is extended to recognize and validate these arguments.
The output of igprof-analyse comprises a flat cumulative
profile, a flat self profile, and a call graph profile. The
flat cumulative profile tells how much energy is spent in
each function, including the energy spent in child functions;
whereas the flat self profile only includes the energy spent in
the function itself. The call graph demonstrates the relation
between functions, i.e., the parent and child functions of
each function.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

The energy profiling module is evaluated in two ways.
First, the total energy consumption of an application mea-
sured by the energy profiling module is compared with
the energy consumption measured by a separate energy
measurement tool. This comparison evaluates how the en-
ergy profiling module distributes the energy over the energy
domains as a whole. Second, energy profiles of applications
are compared with performance profiles. The results of this
comparison indicate certain correlation between energy and
time spent in functions. The measurements in this section
are conducted on a desktop computer equipped with an Intel
Core i7 processor.

A small tool is written that measures the energy con-
sumption over the whole execution of an application. The
tool, measure-rapl, uses the PAPI library to obtain energy
measurements from the RAPL interface. The preexisting
likwid tool set [10] provides similar functionality. However,
the likwid tool set does not account for overflows in the 32-
bit RAPL registers, a shortcoming that is addressed in the
measure-rapl tool.

Figure 2 depicts the total energy consumption as measured
by the measure-rapl tool and the energy profiling module of
IgProf. The application being measured and profiled is a sim-
ple test program performing insertion sorting. The first four
sets of measurements show the energy as measured by the
measure-rapl tool. The following four sets of measurements
show the energy as measured by the energy profiling module
of IgProf. The values in each energy domain are very similar
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Figure 2. Energy consumption as measured by the measure-rapl tool and
the energy profiling module of IgProf.

between the different sets of measurements, both between
sets of measurements from the same tool and between the
two tools. The same finding is observed when the energy
consumption of the stream benchmarking tool and a piece
of CMS software (described below) is measured with both
the energy profiling module and the measure-rapl tool.

The stream benchmarking tool [11] is profiled for energy
consumption and performance using IgProf. The stream
benchmarking tool performs four types of vector operations
to generate workload, namely, Add, Copy, Scale, and Triad
operation. The stream tool is compiled with the -DTUNED
flag, in order for the four operations to be implemented as
separate functions.
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Figure 3. The results of performance and energy profiling of stream.

Figure 3 shows the results from performance and energy
profiling of the stream tool. The X-axis describes the four
functions Add, Copy, Triad and Scale. The energy consump-
tion of the processor package domain and the power plane 0
(describing the CPU) appear to follow the time spent in the
functions, whereas the energy consumption of power plane
1 (describing the GPU) appears to be fairly constant.

In addition to the stream tool, a piece of CMS software
is also profiled for performance and energy. The software is
multi-threaded, and is much more complex than the simple
stream tool. The processing time of the program is around an
hour and a half. Figure 4 shows the results from performance
and energy profiling of the piece of CMS software. The
X-axis describes the top functions, in this case numbered
instead of named for brevity. The top twenty functions of



the performance profile (self time) and top twenty of each
energy domain in the energy profile are shown in the plot.
The plot shows 37 functions, which is less than the total
number of entries (80) in the four top twenty lists (perf ticks,
nrg pkg, nrg pp0 and nrg pp1), because the top twenty lists
have many functions in common. Unlike the profiling results
of the stream tool (see Figure 3), the profiling results of the
CMS software does not show a clear relation between the
time and energy spent in a function.
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Figure 4. Performance and energy profiling of CMS software.

V. CONCLUSION

The total energy consumption measured by the energy
profiling module during the whole execution of an applica-
tion appears to correspond well with the energy consumption
measured by a separate energy measurement tool. This is
true for both small single-threaded programs and larger
multi-threaded software. The profiling results show a corre-
lation between the execution time and the energy spent in a
function for the simple single threaded benchmarking tool.
There is no obvious relation between energy consumption
and execution time for the multi-threaded CMS software
though. It is very likely that the multiple threads of the ap-
plication cause issues, because the energy profiling module
does not take into account multiple threads or processes.
Another problem that is observed in the energy profiling
module is that the energy consumption of short pieces
of code executing faster than the update interval of the
RAPL registers, i.e. approximately 1 ms, cannot reliably be
measured using the RAPL interface without synchronization.
A potential solution to this is called HAECER [12], which
performs more fine-grained measurements by synchronizing
the start of execution of the function to an update in RAPL
registers. However, HAECER adds execution overheard to
the instrumented program and also requires recompilation
of every single program we want to profile which is not
the case in our method. The update interval of the RAPL
registers is not exactly 1 ms, but has a variation of ±0.02 ms

[12]. This may be critical when measuring short fragments
of code, but when profiling big applications the differences
in update interval should even out. In the future, we will
develop an improved version that has a better strategy for
distributing the measured energy over the running threads of
the application being profiled and other processes.
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